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We performed rotational analyses of previously reporteda vibronic bands belonging to ~B2A0  ~X2A0 and ~B2A0  
~A2A00 electronic transitions of isopropoxy radical. It is noted that certain vibronic bands belonging to both ~B2A0  ~X2A0
and ~B2A0  ~A2A00 electronic transitions exhibit unusual rotational contours inconsistent with the electronic symmetry
designation of the connecting levels, and the orientation of the electronic transition dipole moment with respect to the
principal axis system of the molecule is inconsistent with expectations from the molecule’s electronic structure. A coupled,
three-electronic-state, vibronic Hamiltonian has been used to account for vibronic interactions between the ~B electronic
state and the ~X= ~A states, whereas an effective rotational Hamiltonian developed earlierb has been used to describe the
rovibronic eigenstates within the ~X2A0 and ~A2A00 twofold. We show that inclusion of the vibronic coupling of the ground
twofold to the upper electronic ~B state is necessary to account for the observed rotational structure anomalies and present
molecular parameters resulting from the rotational analysis of the vibronic spectra.
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